
A REPORT ON THE GROWING NATIONAL PRIDE IN LEBANON

Lebanon is the th largest export economy in the world and the 60th most complex economy according to the economic
complexity index (eci) in 

A new glass is used with each new serving. Aficionados say arak is vital to digesting the homemade raw meat
dishes that are central to a meze. The grapes are crushed and left to ferment for three weeks. Central to the
process is a triple distillation using a still called a "karakeh" in Arabic. Tens of thousands remain at risk of
eviction. Arak is a staple of big Sunday meals. With her trademark smoky eyes and black hair, Labaki is also
an actress who made a name for herself first as a director of videos for top Arab pop music stars. It started
with a brunch in honor of the parents who did not kick their LGBT children from the family house because of
their sexual orientation or gender identity. Passions run strong over every detail of arak tradition. The making
of arak is a family affair, with secrets passed from one generation to another. On November 14, , the Court of
Appeal in Beirut refused to prosecute three men for homosexuality. The harvest is in September and October.
That makes it perfect for Lebanon's traditional meze, spreads of never-ending small dishes that family and
friends linger over for hours. On 23 November , a Beiruti court issued a ruling about an armed robbery of two
gay men without prosecuting them based on Article  Additionally, Beirut Pride announced the Corporate
Pledge project it was developing: a policy for corporations not to discriminate against staff and clients based
on their sexuality and identity. At the Taanayel festival, visitors sipped on the sweet drink with their meals.
There are approximately 1. Discrimination includes inequality in access to divorce, child custody, and
property rights. Lebanese armed forces and police also receive assistance from a range of international donors,
including the United States, European Union, United Kingdom, France, and Saudi Arabia. The real impact
comes at the end of the meal, when you stand up after all that eating and the alcohol from glass after glass
really hits. Military trials take place behind closed doors, and military judges are not required to have law
degrees. He did not criminalize a transgender woman who admitted to having sex with men, and who was
prosecuted on the basis of Article  The Kenyan toddler returned home. It is as difficult for a man as it is for a
woman. Homemade arak usually goes straight into gallon containers after distillation, ready for drinking.


